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Introduction: A thermokarst depression is a        
periglacial feature created by the melting or       
sublimation of subsurface ice. Thermokarst     
depressions are characterized by a lack of a raised         
rim with a flat bottom and can be up to several           
kilometers in diameter on Earth [1]. Potential       
thermokarst features on Mars have been recognized       
by [2] and [3] in Margaritifer Terra (MT) and in          
Utopia Planitia (UP). There are significant      
morphological variations between these two     
locations. Further, within MT there are two       
populations, divided into Region A and B [2] that         
have distinct morphologies. Before these features can       
be used to identify trends relating to regional        
environment, geologic history or make inferences      
about volatiles in the subsurface now and in the past          
it is necessary to establish the distinctive       
morphological characteristics of thermokarst features     
on Mars relative to other closed depressions and even         
other rimless depressions. This characterization will      
also aid in distinguishing thermokarst depressions      
from other depressions on Mars including impact       
craters, tectonic basins, and volcanic vents. 

Methodology: Previously recognized thermokarst     
depressions in MT (344.053E, 2.602) were manually       
digitized to quantitatively characterize their     
morphology, enabling a comparison of rimless      
depressions with an initial focus on the two        
populations in MT. Digitization was accomplished      
using Context Image Camera (CTX) data [4] in        
JMARS [5]. CTX imagery has 6 meter pixel        
resolution, and digitization was accomplished at 8192       
pixels per degree (ppd) [4]. Topographic data was        
analyzed using Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter      
(MOLA) digital elevation models at 128 ppd [6].        
Morphometric parameters of thermokarst depressions     
include planimetric area, perimeter, and maximum      
dimensions. Two dimensional shape parameters were      
then computed: elongation and isoperimetric     
circularity. Depth and topographic profiles of larger       
depressions were also collected. 

Thermokarsts of Margaritifer Terra: The      
identified thermokarst features across this region lack       
rims and have irregular shapes, many of which are         
polylobate. These features range in size from a few         

kilometers to tens of kilometers in diameter, and have         
an average area of 32 km2. The thermokarst        
depressions are surrounded by complex regional      
morphologies including large channels and     
flat-topped plateaus.  
Region A occurs within a 95 km diameter impact         
crater [2]. These features are typically polylobate,       
and frequently have narrow (<1 km diameter)       
channel-like features connecting them to other      
thermokarst depressions and, in some cases, with       
large regional channels (Fig 1). The average area of         
Region A depressions is 46.5 km2 with a circularity         
of 0.56, reflecting the irregular outline of the        
depression. Region B occurs within a large regional        
channel (Ares Vallis). These features are ellipsoidal       
and are almost always connected to other features,        
commonly by breached walls rather than discrete       
channels (Fig 2). The longer dimension of Region B         
features are commonly aligned with a regional       
northwest to southeast slope. Region B depressions       
are typically smaller than those in A, and have an          
average area of 17.05 km2 and a circularity of 0.7          
reflecting a more rounded outline. 

 
Figure 1: channel features connecting thermokarst 
depressions to a large regional channel [CTX Stamp: 
P01_001520_1825_XN_02N016W].  
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Figure 2: elongate thermokarsts with collapsed wall 
connections [CTX Stamp: 
P19_008298_1927_XN_12N027W]. 
    Other thermokarst: Both of these regions can be 
contrasted with the scalloped depressions of Utopia 
Planitia described by [3] and [7]. These features have 
sloped floors, but also have irregular outlines 
(scallops) and non-circular shapes. These features can 
be isolated or coalesced and have diameters that 
range from 0.8 to 2 km. Further comparison of these 
mid-latitude features with the equatorial Margaritifer 
Terra examples will help highlight the unique and 
universal characteristics of candidate thermokarst 
depressions on Mars. Other rimless depressions can 
be found throughout MT and Xanthe Terra.  

Preliminary observations: The contrasting     
morphology of equatorial thermokarst features are      
highlighted by this study. The difference in the size,         
spacing relative to each other, and shape suggest that         
these features are not derived from a similar initial         
morphology. The differences might be related to the        
underlying geology, as Region A occurs in an impact         
basin while Region B occurs in a large vallis, or the           
differences may be the result of the different        
hydrologies of the two regions. 
    Future work: In order to establish the range of 
thermokarst features on Mars, additional depressions 
will be digitized and characterized in MT and UP. 
These rimless depressions will then be compared 
with other depressions found within these regions as 
part of a larger study to improve our interpretation of 
small depressions on Mars.  
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